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Tuesday 14th April 

The President has announced yesterday that the quarantine will go          

until the 11th July. It was quite predictable, so it does not have a              

real impact on my current life, but it can bring a more precise date              

for the people that feel like they are in the dark and want more              

certainty. On the social media, since yesterday many people are          

filming stories or videos and complaining, seriously or for fun.          

Personally I am not complaining at all because it could have been            

longer and as I said I am in a comfortable situation. I am more              

worried for the people that are isolated, that live in a small            

apartment, or the worst of all those who live with someone violent or             

many other situations I have not thought about. But anyway it is not             

so long considering the situation. 

In facts, I am quite receptive and I can understand the worries of             

other people but I don’t feel particularly stressed. In a way I am             

just waiting to see how it would be but well we will live it and one                

day or another we will take our marks and return to a life that we               

would call normal. What can be interesting is to see, at the end of              

the quarantine and during this whole exceptional situation, all the          

things that change and all that can be put in place. We talked a few               

times with my family about the consequences on the importances of the            

numerical tools. I think it could make people learn things about           

them- selves, have a reflexion at many subjects directly or          

indirectly impact : like the spending habits we normally have but           

cannot have at the moment, or even about the economical and           

ecological impact of a crisis like this… In facts we have more time             

to think in general, about anything we want. And I think ultimately            

that even if it is hard and really annoying because it is a forced              

situation, it can make us take the measure of the importance of being             

outside and seeing other human beings. 

 

Tuesday 5th May  

One month and a half flew by since the beginning of the quarantine.             

Its end was officially fixed on the 11th May, which is in a few days               

from now. School, on the other hand, will not start again before june             

at least.  

These two past weeks we were on holiday. For me it was quite funny              

because I am staying at my home at the North of Toulouse and they              

just finished their holidays when I started mine, so I was the only             

girl of the area still chilling and sleeping in.  



I went several times to see one of my oldest friends that lives             

really near my home (we’re in the same street, 6 or seven houses             

separating our homes). When I go to see her, I stay outside and she’s              

at her window in the ground floor, so we’re a little bit more than              

one meter away one from each other, and it’s really nice to have a              

talk, speaking about life and simply seeing another person. This          

saturday, it was her father’s birthday, so with my parents and my            

brother we brought them beer (that was my father, not me XD) and food              

and talked a bit. My neighbors also came to sing “happy birthday”,            

honestly it was a good relief, a great moment and it changed from our              

new habits. We could share a conversation with other people and I            

never thought I would say that before all this but connecting to real             

humans is really does us much good.  

To get back to the holidays, i really enjoyed this two weeks of             

break. My parents decided to do a weekend without Internet and screen            

the first two days. I didn’t think it would be so different but it              

seemed to me that the time was passing more slowly and that I was              

doing more things. Indeed I lose a lot of time daily doing whatever             

it is on my phone, so even if it is quite restrictive to not use               

Internet for a while it has its interest. I found it interesting as             

an experience. Now we are trying to take some days limiting our use             

of all of this technology but in a more flexible way, so that we can               

use or phone to put some music or making a research but we do not               

spend hours watching a screen. Anyway, with or without a lot of            

technology these holidays permitted me to slow the rhythm, to relax           

and also to start a few creative things. I drew a character of an              

album I have at home in different positions with a piece of chalk. It              

is a young boy which practice “la boxe de l’aigle”, so he adopts             

positions quite unusual that were not so easy to catch and paint well             

but after some time I managed to do it not so bad. I had done it on                 

the garden’s floor and my mom challenged me to reproduce it on the             

wall in big dimensions. I have to say it was amusing to do but also               

frustrating sometimes because it results hard to have a general view           

of what you’re drawing when the character is about one meter tall… I             

had to draw little by little and then take a few steps backs to              

adjust it. At the end I was quite proud of me, because I knew I did                

it myself, even if it was far from perfection. Unhappily, my wall not             

being smooth but coated with render, an important quantity of chalk           

fell to the ground as I was tracing my little man and I couldn’t              

finish coloring it. The next day it rained. I did pray Mother Nature             

to save my dear “bonhommes”, and it seem to work to a certain extent              

so I still thank her : my bonhommes were not kept intact yet the              

contours remained. My dad bought some new chalks a few days ago, I             

still haven’t redrafted them but I’ve got to do it soon. That was a              

quite long anecdote at last ahah !  

 

Tuesday 12th March 



 

It seems the time has come  

For me to rest 

 

I remember 

I was used feeling this light pressure 

Of tiny fingers pushing me 

Opening me 

Silhouettes used to cross me 

In and out, out and in 

I used to be 

Slammed, ajar, or pounded on 

Such familiar sensations 

 

Memories flow 

Just as flows the breeze  

By the interstices of my old framework 

But now 

The time has come for doors to rest 

No one comes at me to knock 

I turn my eyes from back to front 

I feel divided 

At once fresh and warm 

 

Fresh 

Corridor, pictures, bricks, window 

The sound of music, and calling voices 

Young boy and girl passing by 

Human bees stuck in their hive 

 

Warm 

Dispersed sunbeams 

On the bright facades and soil 

But no one there 

To come and see the sparrows 

 

Empty 

Humans emotions don’t touch my wood anymore 

 

It seems the time has come 

For me to rest 

 

Tuesday 19th May 

The lockdown ended one week ago. It certainly didn’t change my life            

and habits, firstly because school is still closed and we’re still           

working from home. I spend most of my time at home and on the              

computer, but I work more and more on paper because in the long run              



it is nasty to be always on the screen, for homeworks and for spare              

time as well.  

By the way I have started to do more creative things during the             

quarantine but I begin to find it long and my motivation in general             

is decreasing.  

 


